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Abstract
A 58 year old right handed woman developed a left alien hand syndrome after a right capsulothalamic haemorrhage with mesencephalitic extension. No lesion was detected in the corpus callosum. Positron emission tomography suggested that right cortical dysfunction might account for the absence of recognition of the left hand whereas involuntary motor activity was attributed to the lesion itself. This case shows that the alien hand syndrome is not always the expression of a disconnection syndrome and may occur after a large, strategically located, posterior lesion.

(J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 1995;58:735–737)
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The alien hand syndrome was recently defined as a strange or foreign feeling of one’s hand, failure to recognise its ownership without visual cue, together with observable involuntary motor activity.1 Originally Brion and Jедynak2 described the alien hand syndrome in four patients with corpus callosum tumours. Since then all reported cases of alien hand syndrome have had, to our knowledge, some kind of corpus callosum lesion.3–5 We describe a patient with the alien hand syndrome attributed to a unique lesion sparing the corpus callosum, and attempt to explain the symptomatology by anatomoclinical correlations with radiological findings and metabolic information provided by PET.

Case report
This previously healthy 58 year old right handed woman had a high school education was admitted for acute left hemiplegia and vomiting.

On admission, she was drowsy and not fully cooperative. Blood pressure was 160/100 mm Hg; pulse 55 beats/min and regular. Eye examination showed a left homonymous hemianopia, a tonic conjugate downwards deviation with upwards palsy, horizontal saccades, vergence paresis, and nystagmus retractorius. There was a left inferior facial palsy and left spastic hemiplegia, but full movements were possible on the right side. All tendon reflexes were elicited, the patellar and ankle reflexes being brisker on the left. Plantar responses were flexor on the right and extensor on the left. Pain was felt bilaterally but light touch was not perceived on the left side.

Consciousness returned gradually to normal within one week, and the patient became fully cooperative. Tonic eye deviation disappeared but upwards gaze palsy and saccadic horizontal eye movements persisted. Left hypotonia developed and strength improved to 4+/5 in the left shoulder, to 2/5 in the rest of the left upper limb, and to 3/5 in the left lower limb. Ample, involuntary movements of the left upper limb, predominantly of the wrist and the hand, appeared. They occurred mainly as imitation synkineses during testing of right side strength and could not be reproduced voluntarily even with full concentration. The force of these movements was considerably superior compared with voluntary contractions. When recumbent, she also presented spontaneous left arm movements perceived as a levitation and described it as “someone else was moving the arm”. They occurred mainly at night and interfered with falling asleep. There was no grasp reflex on either side, no right side apraxia, no anosognosia, and no hemisomatognosia.

Sensory examination was normal on the right side of her body but showed a moderate impairment of touch, pinprick, proprioceptive, and vibratory sensitivity on the left side. Dermolexia and stereognosia were abolished in the left hand. There was a left sided extinction to tactile double simultaneous stimulation. Moreover, the left hand placed in the right, either behind the patient’s back or with eyes closed, was recognised as a hand but could not be differentiated from the examiner’s or a third party’s hand. The patient was able to cross localise tactile stimulation from the left to the right hand and vice versa.

Neuropsychological examination was normal except for visuconstructive impairment shown on tests of spontaneous drawing or copying. There was no visual neglect.

Involuntary arm movements and non-recognition of the left hand gradually vanished with day to day fluctuations, and
eventually resolved 10 weeks after onset. Three months after admission, at discharge, a discrete upgaze palsy was still present, strength was 4−/5 in the upper and 4+/5 in the lower left limb, and the patient walked easily without support. Sensory extinction, stereognosis, and graphaesthesia abnormalities resolved completely but impairment of primary sensory modalities was still present.

Brain CT performed on admission showed a right capsulothalamic haemorrhage with mesencephalic extension, no mass effect toward the corpus callosum, and bilateral lenticular calcification. Controls of the CT performed two and three weeks later showed no modification. Magnetic resonance imaging was carried out four weeks after the haemorrhage, when the alien hand syndrome was still prominent. T1 and T2 weighted images showed a right capsulothalamic lesion involving the mesencephalon, the corpus callosum being unaffected (fig 1A and B).

Seven weeks after the cerebral haemorrhage, as the alien hand syndrome started to fluctuate, regional distribution of cerebral blood flow and cerebral glucose metabolism were studied by PET using 25 mCi of $^{15}$O-H$_2$O and 6 mCi of $^{18}$F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) respectively. The procedure was carried out in a supine resting state with eyes
closed and ears unplugged. The two scans were performed on the same day. The PET tomograph was a CTI-Siemens 933-08-12 (Knoxville, TN), which provided 15 7 mm thick adjacent slices covering the entire brain. A transmission scan was obtained to perform the attenuation correction. Visual analysis of the $^{18}O$-H$_2$O scan showed right thalamic hypoperfusion. The FDG scan showed low glucose metabolism in the posterior part of the right thalamus (fig 2). Glucose metabolism was also reduced in the right frontal, parietal, and temporal cortex, contrasting with an almost symmetric cortical blood flow at that level. Right cortical hypometabolism was the most pronounced in the sensorimotor area (fig 2).

Discussion

Our case fulfils the criteria of the alien hand syndrome given by Smith et al., by combining feeling of a foreign hand with involuntary movements. We attribute the alien hand syndrome in this patient to a right thalamic lesion. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first case of sustained alien hand syndrome reported without a lesion of the corpus callosum. Paroxysmal alien hand syndrome has recently been described in four patients without apparent damage to the corpus callosum and in these patients an ictal origin was suspected. Most cases of alien hand syndrome are generated by a combination of corpus callosum and frontal lesions.

Experience gained from callosotomy shows that an isolated lesion of the corpus callosum produces only a temporary alien hand syndrome, which could partly result from transient injury caused by retraction of the medial frontal lobe during surgery. Posterior lesions with corpus callosum involvement have been reported in only two cases: patient 6 of Smith et al., and the patient described by Levine and Rinn who had an infarct of the right basal temporoooccipital lobe with minor ventral posterothalamic thalamic and splenial involvement.

How can the right thalamic haemorrhage account for both the feeling of alienness and the involuntary movements presented by our patient? The absence of recognition of the left hand can be explained by the left tactile extinction, which resolved in parallel with the alien hand syndrome. Holding the left hand in the right produced bilateral simultaneous stimulation, thereby extinguishing tactile sensation originating from the left hand. The tactile loss on the left was only moderate and insufficient by itself to explain the foreignness of the hand.

Tactile extinction usually implies a parietal cortical lesion. In our case left parietal dysfunction, in the absence of CT or MRI abnormality, was shown by the presence of glucose hypometabolism at that level.

The thalamic and subthalamic location of the lesion could certainly account for the involuntary motor activity enhanced by contralateral voluntary movements. Indeed, both athetosis and synkineses have been associated with lesions of this region.

Interestingly, the only neurological disorder where alien hand syndrome has been described without definite lesion of the corpus callosum is corticobasal ganglionic degeneration, a condition characterised by corticothalamic glucose hypometabolism similar to that in our patient.

In discussing the pathogenesis of alien hand syndrome, Smith et al stated that “a large posterior infarct alone may be sufficient to give an alien hand sign, although this has never been reported”. Our finding shows that this assumption proves to be correct and that the alien hand syndrome, usually considered as a manifestation of a disconnection syndrome, may result from a single strategically located lesion in the absence of involvement of the corpus callosum.
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